Sexual Freedom League Banned

By BARI WATKINS

A silent demonstration was held on the campus of the University of Texas on Tuesday protesting the banning of The Texas Student League for Responsible Sexual Freedom. Approximately 75 marchers demonstrated against the banning of the organization in an unprecedented act by the Chancellor of the University, Harry Ransom.

The college organized to provide dialogue on the question of sexual freedom and to lobby for changes in the law which would permit responsible sexual freedom. It was approved on March 9, but according to university officials, a lag in processing for the remainder of the semester.

Policy Violation

The Chancellor said in his statement banning the League, "during joint student and faculty committee deliberations concerning distribution of its material on the campus, the group proceeded with distribution." This distribution was considered a violation of policy concerning campus organization.

The committee referred to was the Committee on General Student Activities which normally acts on the approval and probation of campus organizations. This was the first time that Chancellor Ransom had banned a club from the campus.

The Committee disapproved the handbook published by the League on the grounds that it was "not in good taste," but distribution continued.

Lobbying Agent

Tom Mahaffy and Gary Chasen, co-chairmen of the organization, met with Chancellor Ransom on Tuesday. They were then informed of the decision to ban the League from the campus.

Chasen later told The Daily Times that two reasons that were given for the disapproval of the organization: "He told us that a University organization could not be a lobbying agent (accounting to slate), and that we had violated our probationary period by distributing the banned literature."

Free Expression

Chasen called the statement "within the structure of University regulations. . . . but the University regulations violate the First Amendment of the Constitution."

At a meeting before the protest march, Bill Matthews, graduate student in philosophy, said, "We feel it is inappropriate for a University that claims to be dedicated to free expression to have censorship of what students can read."

Matthews emphasized that the demonstration was not turning to the incident into "another Berkeley."

Wrong Way

Dr. Irwin Spear, professor of botany and a faculty sponsor of the League, said he was in agreement with the group's principles, but told students at the meeting they were "going about this in the wrong way."

He said a demonstration should only be used "as a last resort" but not as a "lifestyle" and that "everyone is responsible to the Chancellor here."

Chancellor Ransom said in his statement on Tuesday afternoon, "The University of Texas has regularly supported free inquiry and free discussion."

Ignore Process

He added that the Texas Student League for Responsible Sexual Freedom "has ignored process."

QUESTIONS STATEMENTS

SA Requests Cleared Draft Policy

In the National Interest will be published in its final form if the student's education will be furthered. The series of open forums entitled "In Rice's Future, As a University, What's in the University?" will continue on Tuesday featuring three faculty members and the chairman of the Rice Board of Trustees.

Chancellor Carey Chasen, Dean of Undergraduate Affairs and the Rice Committee, said it was their purpose the promotion of discussion on the implications of the Texas Pan-American University to be held on campus.

The series is sponsored by the Student Association and the Faculty Committee, but as its purpose the promotion of discussion on the implications of the "Texas Pan-American University to be held on campus.
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**THE RICE THRESHER**

**The Present of the University**

A good deal of time was spent Friday night at the forum on Rice's future discussing Rice's present ill and possible means of alleviating them. The panel was an exceptionally well-rounded representation of Rice faculty, since the science-engineering departments were not represented at all, but some of the points raised, especially in the area of curriculum revisions, are ones which must be dealt with by the University.

The two items most urgently in need of prompt and decisive action are those of freshman year and the overall course load. The freshman year is prescribed for him. And many students who sign up for an extracurricular activity are more interested in the social scene and are not prepared to fulfill the academic requirements.

One step which would make the first term of Rice less of a trauma as well as adding meaning to a student's last two years would be a reduction in the required course load. The five-course requirement, especially for junior and senior academs, is a joke.

Furthermore, there were some noticeable changes in the administrative hierarchy of Rice, from switches in personnel to the entire system of curriculum reforms. But it is not the responsibility of the students to go ahead and try to get something done instead of sitting around waiting for someone else to do it. It would be hard to discern what the effects of the demonstration were—whether on the students or the University as a whole. For one it provided a certain sense of justice among the students—although it was an extremely short-lived harmony.

The confrontation a year ago between the students and administration of Rice was much less a showdown than it might have been. The spark which brought the students together was more of a catalyst than a cause. The confrontation a year ago between the students and administration of Rice was much less a showdown than it might have been. The spark which brought the students together was more of a catalyst than a cause.
Conflicting images of present...confront Christians!

By JIM DENNEY

"Christians may no longer con-
tinue professing a view of God "that exists between Biblical intep-
terpreters and theologians, which Christians may no longer con-
tinue professing the view of God "that exists between Biblical inter-
preters and theologians, there is a wide variance of opinion within
dogmatic theology itself. As well, virtually no one ad-
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The Woodward Plan "failed"

Paul Desmond • Joe Morello • Eugene Wright

QUARTET

TICKETS ON SALE MONDAY

Music Hall—Sun., Mar. 20—8:30 p.m.

The country's No. 1 jazz combo.

ticket prices:

2nd floor

men and women

students $1.00

Little Paul, who shook about a

Paul Desmond • Joe Morello • Eugene Wright

TICKETS ON SALE MONDAY

BOND'S TICKET CENTER, 811 MAIN

STUDENTS $1.00

The Ideal Association

Your Neighbor in the Village

UNIVERSITY SAVINGS

AND LOAN ASSOCIATION

Home Office—2920 Dunlap in the Village—Houston 8910
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ESSENCE OF BIOGRAPHY

Nevins Cites Character Revelation

By MICHAEL DAVID

Teacher Reporter

Dr. Allen Nevins, Pulitzer Prize-winning historian, outlined the pleasures and pains of the art of biography Thursday night at Fondren Lecture Lounge.

The essence of biography, said Dr. Nevins, is the revelation and understanding of a man's character. There is no other problem of historical interpretation more fraught with difficulties.

Dr. Nevins pointed out some of the uses and misuses of letters, diaries, opinions of contemporaries, and other biographical material. He illustrated his ideas with anecdotes drawn from biographers from Plutarch to Schlesinger and from his own volumes on Grover Cleveland, Hamilton Fish, Henry Ford, and John D. Rockefeller.

Sometimes journalist, critic, editor, and teacher, Dr. Nevins has turned from biography to writing American history on a monumental scale. His 'Ordeal of the Union,' now in the sixth of a proposed ten volumes, attempts a historical synthesis of the cataclysmic years from the Compromise of 1850 to the end of Reconstruction.

Thursday afternoon Dr. Nevins was honored by Dr. Frank Vandiver, Harris Masterson, Jr., Professor of History, at Brown House at the end of a speaking schedule that took him to four Texas colleges in as many days.

Chapels Displays Prof's Art Work In Pre-Easter Exhibit This Week

A special pre-Easter exhibit of some thirty works of religious art by Professor Charles Schorre will be on display in the Rice Chapel this week through March 31.

In addition to being an Assistant Professor of Architecture at Rice, Mr. Schorre is a highly successful commercial illustrator, free lance art decorator, photographer, and a painter whose works have won numerous prizes at international art competitions.

The art pieces, which are on loan from the James Rutle Gallery, may be viewed in the Chapel Monday through Friday, 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.; Saturdays, 2 p.m. to 5 p.m.; and Sundays, 2 p.m. to 3 p.m. The exhibit is open to the public.

Hertz Has Special Low Weekend Rates

Hertz rents new Fords and other fine cars

let Hertz put you in the driver's seat!

1410 LOUISIANA
CA 4-5611

Vote For A QUALIFIED Candidate

BARRITT LAMBERT — SA treasurer

Put An S.E. In The S.A.

Rice Campus Store

Is Taking Orders For

ACADEMIC REGALIA

Monday, March 21
through
Saturday, April 2
In The Book Department

Order Now
Pay When You Pick Up
Hitch Analyzes Defense Budget

By JOHN ROBERT BEERMAN

Continuing the President's series of public lectures, Charles J. Hitch, Vice-President for Business and Finance of the University of California, reviewed the major decision-making techniques introduced into the Department of Defense during his recent tenure as Asst. Secretary of Defense (Comptroller).

For a former Rhodes Scholar and RAND Corporation economist, outlined the Program Budgeting scheme for centralizing the military and fiscal planning of the $50 billion dollar per year defense budget. The Program Budgeting technique recruits departmental planning—programming-budgeting processes as to nationally integrate military requirements with scarce national resources. A Five-Year Force Structure and Financial Plan, along with a continually operative Program Change Proposal system has been introduced in order to break defense management free of arbitrary budget ceilings and frantic one-year budget mis-allocations.

Successful Concept

The concept has been so successful that almost all government agencies have been ordered to refashion themselves along similar lines by April 1 of this year. Hitch expressed double as to whether such an extension can be effectively implemented given shortages of people qualified in the new technique. Hitch discussed the more controversial of the recent Department of Defense management innovations—the Systems Approach to defense analysis. Those "cost effectiveness" studies involve the quantitative analysis of the military value and economic costs of alternative weapons-system deployments. They provide the basis for the choice between existing alternatives or for the design of new alternatives.

Because the Systems Approach allegedly elevates the value of professional military judgment, it has come under considerable fire, according to Hitch, mostly from outside the Department.

Actually, when one considers a weapons-system choice decision as a "logistical maneuver" in the classic sense, the Systems Approach is itself the very essence of sound military judgment in its application of the "Economy of Force" principle elucidated by Clausewitz, Jomini, Foch, and Liddell-Hart.

Hitch commented briefly on the similarities in the management of the Department of Defense and the burgeoning University of California. He noted particularly that whereas the maximum planning horizon at the Department is on the order of 10-15 years; the University of California, in planning the expansion of campuses, must look ahead no less than one generation.

Senate Considers

(Continued from Page 1) question their motives or sincerity in absence of board refunds.

Sandy Coyner stated that a proposal concerning room and board refunds had been sent back from the Undergraduate Affairs Committee by Dean McEnany who said it was not. In their province, Coyner said, "It has been taken out of the province where anything can be done about it."

Broyles said that it was his understanding after meeting with Dean McEnany that the proposal will be discussed by that committee before Easter.

Discounts For Students

In answer to a letter sent by Broyles concerning the possibility of offering discount to students as well as faculty members, Dr. James R. Sims stated that he will present the proposal for discussion at the next meeting of the Board of Control of the Rice Campus Store.

Broyles stated that he is concerned with seeing that the operation of the BMC is financed by all who use it without placing unqualified financial responsibility on the undergraduates.

Tiffany & Co.

Dear Tiffany:

Please send me your booklet "How to Choose an Engagement Ring."

Name _____________________________

Address ___________________________

City _______________________________

Date _______________________________

Chevelle SS 396.

Corvair Monza Sport Sedan.

Starting now—Double Dividend Days at your Chevrolet dealer's! (Just the car you want—Right now you'll get a mighty handsome buy at your Chevrolet dealer's during Double Dividend Days. Pick from 45 great models of Caprice, Chevrolet, Chevelle, Chevy II or Corvair with a huge selection of colors, custom touches, engine, interiors. Availability, variety and buys have never been better. Hurry in to your Chevrolet dealer's now!)

Eight features now standard for your safety include seat belts front and rear. Always fasten before starting.

All kinds of good buys all in one place... at your Chevrolet dealer's—Chevelle • Chevelle • Chevy II • Corvair • Corvette
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INFLUENCED POPE PAUL

Congar Speaks At Chapel

Father Yves Congar, the French theologian who has most influenced the thinking of Pope Paul, will speak tomorrow evening, March 18, in the Rice Memorial Chapel. The lecture will be entitled "Scripture and Tradition." Résa in the Rice Chapel will be reserved for students and faculty until the service begins at 8:15 pm. Closed-circuit television will be set up in Grand Hall for the expected overflow crowd.

Known as the "Father of the Second Vatican Council," Fr. Congar has been widely acclaimed for his theories concerning reform in the Church. For twenty years these same theories were branded as heretical by many influential Church officials, but now they have been included in the Council's schema.

Following his imprisonment by the Nazis, during World War II, Fr. Congar was severely mistrusted by Catholics for his participation in the priest-worker movement in France. Today he is recognized as one of the truly great Roman Catholic theologians. Although he was suspended for his activities in the priest-worker movement, he was later reinstated by Pope John XXIII. Fr. Congar was made a Master of Sacred Theology in the Dominican Order in 1963 at the request of Pope Paul VI. In 1964, Fr. Congar began writing books on various theological problems in 1964 and has published nearly twenty major works since that time. Topics have included such problems as conscientious objection, inter-racial marriage, and the role of the parish. His book "Foundings for a Theology of the Laity" stresses the common priesthood of all believers. The profound insights of this text have been included in Vatican II's "Constitution on the Church."

A special issue of Reality, an annual publication of the Aquinas Institute, stated that Fr. Congar's "Christian dedication, and boldness have earned for him the title of a theologian for theologians."

Special music for the Chapel program will be a choir of Sixteen of the Incarnate Word. The group, led by Sister Gabrielle, V.I., will present a contemporary work entitled "Sing to God with Gladness."

Wiess Chooses Lamb President

Don Lamb pulled through with a decisive victory in the race for the Wiess College president, Thursday, March 10.

In other contests Tom Watkinson was elected executive vice-president and Mickey Alexander the social vice-president.

Poli Woodhall will be Wiess College's new secretary and Joe Strom the treasurer.

In the senator-at-large race, Bill Morrison won. The other senate victor was Bob Gray.

By a narrow margin Walter Stetta defeated Clara Brown for off-campus representative. The Wiess College sophomore representatives will be Mike Jung and Bill Elston.

Braniff International's new fare, for anyone twelve through twenty-one, virtually cuts the cost of flying in half.

At these prices, the fly-in may soon become as popular as all the other things that are going on today. (We will permit guitar-strumming and folk-singing on route, but no noisy political debates, please.)

Eligibility requirements are simple. Just send us a $3.00 registration fee, and we'll issue an identification card which, when validated, will entitle you to buy tickets at approximately half fare on our flights in the United States. Of course, this will subject to availability of space at departure time, and does not apply during certain holiday periods.

Soon, the same card will qualify you for discounts on hotels and other services.

Make your application in person at the Braniff office.

Or mail the coupon below.

Braniff International
Youth Fare Manager
P.O. Box 35001, Dallas, Texas 75235

Mr. C. A. Rousser, Jr.
Alumni Educational Counselor

will be on the campus
March 25, 1966

to discuss the training offered at A.T.E. in the nine-month program of post graduate study and the job opportunities open to graduates in the field of INTERNATIONAL TRADE and COMMERCIAL LAW.

Interviews may be scheduled at Placement Service

The American Institute
For Foreign Trade

Phoenix, Arizona
An Affiliate of
The American Management Association

--- DROMGOOLE'S ---
CONTINUED IN NEXT ISSUE
Thomas Bequeaths Public Letters

Rice President Kenneth S. Pitzer announced that the late Albert Thomas has bequeathed his entire collection of Congressional correspondence to Rice University.

The historic collection — filling fifty file cabinets — covers 30 years of service by Thomas in the House of Representatives. The Thomas papers will be studied extensively by the Department of History and Political Science at Rice.

Thomas, the first Rice alumnus to serve in Congress, offered the collection of historical papers to the University when he met with President Pitzer and Dr. Frank E. Vandiver in Houston last fall.

“At that time,” Dr. Vandiver said, “Congressman Thomas agreed to give us a series of interviews so that we could document a number of historical events in which he played a key behind-the-scenes part. We tried to get together several times but the press of government business always intervened.”

Burger-Ville
The Quality Hamburger
Hamburgers—Home Made Chili—Orders to Go

Buy Your His Knit Shirts At

Ed Nirkens

University

Mens and Boys Shop

“In the Village”

2042 University Blvd., Corner of Memorial

The Donut Shop
2631 Bissonnet
JA 9-8182

Open Until Midnight
Sandwiches, Bar-B-Que, Breakfasts, Donuts
Orders to Go

Walker’s Business Machines
JA 3-0678

(in the Village)

Typewriter & Adding Machine Repairs

$12 Special to Rice Students

Portable Typewriters
Cleaned & Repaired

Nominated
5 Academy Awards
Best Actress
Elizabeth Hartman
Best Supporting Actress
Shirley Winters

Meyerland, Jr.
Supporting their work is a grant for $142,300 effective for approximately two years.

Dr. Jean-Claude De Bremascher of the Geology Department will direct the third project entitled “Velocity of Compressional Waves in the Upper Mantle.” The grant is for $12,400 over a two-year period.

O’Banion’s
Laundry
5215 Kirby
JA 6-1885
Laundry
Cleaning
Washateria Service

County Judge Richard Minyard Jr.

Student Senate

Oscar最佳女配角奖

Sidney Poitier ・ Shelley Winters

Elizabeth Hartman

5 Academy Awards
Best Actress
Best Supporting Actress

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Produced by Pandro S. Berman

Patch of Blue

Produced by Pandro S. Berman

Meyerland Plaza

GROCERETTE
Southgate & Travis
BEER
ICE
SOFT DRINKS

NOTES AND NOTICES

Six Flags — Talent Scouts from Six Flags Over Texas, the famed entertainment park located midway between Dallas and Fort Worth, will hold auditions in Houston to find talented college for their campus Review musical variety show.

Auditions have been scheduled at the studios of KTRK-TV, 3310 Bissonnet, on Sunday, March 20, beginning at 2 pm.

SCEP—SCEP course evaluations still out should be turned to the collection boxes.

Majors Program—The Wiess College Majors Problem concludes next week with the following departments: Monday, March 21: physics and psychology; Tuesday, March 22: fine arts and architecture. Programs begin at 6:45 pm in the Wiess Lounge.

Hannan Vote — An election will be held in Hannan College on Friday, March 31, to vote on two proposed changes in the Constitution. The changes involve the election of a graduate representative to the College Cabinet and the election of the Advocate.

Inter-College Court—Anyons interested in applying for the position of Chairman of the Inter-College Court should contact Jeff Payne by mail at 231 Wicks of JA 4-660 by March 25.

Conerts — The Shepherd School of Music of Rice University will present two concerts this week. On Sunday, March 20, Sandra Soderlund will present a concert at 3 pm in the Rice Chapel. On Wednesday, March 23, the Chamber Singers from Indiana University will be heard in Hamman Hall at 8:15 pm.
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Orders to Go
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Meyerland Plaza

Meyerland, Jr.
Supporting their work is a grant for $142,300 effective for approximately two years.

Dr. Jean-Claude De Bremascher of the Geology Department will direct the third project entitled "Velocity of Compressional Waves in the Upper Mantle." The grant is for $12,400 over a two-year period.
**Army ROTC**
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**BREAK THE STUDY HABIT WITH A SNACK AT DUTCH KETTLE**

**HERMANN PROFESSIONAL BLDG.**

**BREAKFAST — LUNCH — DINNER**

**CHARCOAL BURGERS — HAMBURGERS — HOME MADE PIE**

**OPEN 24 HOURS**

**SHORT ORDERS TO GO — JA 8-9121**

---

**THEOREM: Barrett Lambert is the man to elect S.A. Treasurer.**

**Proof:**

1. **Qualifications:**
   a. Two years experience as treasurer of Rice Organizations.
   b. Two semesters of business administration.
   c. Endorsement of present S.A. treasurer.
   d. As treasurer of the S.C.B., Barrett has handled finances for the Hot Nuts, Fashion Show, movies, pinball machines, Istomin concert, Ushackovsky Concert, Camp Night, etc. He had to set up his own bookkeeping system and is handling a budget of close to $10,000.
   
2. **Desire**

   Intuitively obvious

**Corollary:** Being the only S.E. candidate for any S.A. office, Barrett can give the S.E.'s voice in the senate.

vote BARRETT LAMBERT

S.A. Treasurer

---

**SOUTH TEXAS VENDORS**

4529 Harrisburg

“Serving the Rice Campus with Automatic Vending Machines”

---

**THEOREM:**

If you do, don’t settle for less.

If you will complete your first two years of college this spring and have not had ROTC training, you now have a special opportunity to earn an Army officer's commission in the next two years. You can qualify to fulfill your military obligation as an officer while you study for a college degree in a field of your choice.

Through a new two-year Army ROTC program you will receive leadership training and experience that will be valuable assets for the rest of your life, in either a military or a civilian career. You will receive an allowance of $40 each month during your Junior and Senior years. If you desire, you may request postponement of your military service while you complete your studies for a graduate degree.

Most large business and industrial firms prefer the college graduate who has been trained and commissioned as an officer—who has the ability to organize, motivate and lead others—and who has had experience in accepting responsibilities beyond his years.

You owe it to yourself to investigate this important opportunity.

For complete information on the new two-year Army ROTC program see the Professor of Military Science on campus.

---

**CAREER DEVELOPMENT**

**Campbell Given Five Year Award**

Dr. James W. Campbell, associate professor of biology, has been given a special Career Development Award by the National Institute of Health.

The grant for a five year period will provide for Dr. Campbell's complete salary and allows him to devote his main efforts to research and training of graduate and post doctoral students, "the U. S. Public Health Service notes explained. A limited number of Career Development Awards have been given to outstanding young professors who have established records of superior research and show promise of conducting valuable basic scientific investigations.

Professor Campbell, a specialist in comparative biochemistry and physiology, was previously awarded a postdoctoral research fellowship from the National Institutes of Health at the University of Oklahoma in 1956-58 and a research fellowship from the National Academy of Sciences—National Research Council at John Hopkins University in 1958-59.

---

**Clayton Granted Sloan Fellowship**

Dr. Donald D. Clayton, associate professor of space science, was one of 90 scientists in the United States and Canada named Monday to receive Albert P. Sloan Foundation Fellowships.

Dr. Clayton was one of three university professors in Texas to receive the two year grant dedicated to "the support of creative people rather than research projects."

The Foundation Fellowships, awarded to promising young university scientists with outstanding records in scientific research, is completely unrestricted and may be used for whatever purpose the researcher desires during the next two years.

Dr. Clayton, a specialist in Nuclear Astrophysics, joined the Rice Space Science faculty in 1963. His work on "Nuclear Processes in Stars" and a "Two Method for Dating The Time of Galactic Nucleosynthesis" has been generally recognized as significant contributions to astrophysics.

---

**Serving the Rice Campus with Automatic Vending Machines**

---

**Sex At UT**

(Continued from Page 1)

every regular process recognized for such groups. He concluded that "the time has come when universities, which are open doors to responsible discussion, must not be turned into doornails for irresponsible propaganda and willful breach of clearly stated University policy."

Maintain Openness

Elsewhere on the campus, the Texas Collegiate Forum, which calls itself a "libertarian discussion group," condemned the banning of the handbill and urged that nonconformists "refrain from public participation in the League's efforts, so that the League's arguments may be judged on their own merits."

---

**NOLEN'S Charm & Jewelry Headquarters**

"IN THE VILLAGE" 2529 University Blvd.

---

**ARMY ROTC**

ROOM 302 Lovett Hall.
Waterlogged

Harold Dailey placed ninth in the 100 yard backstroke third in the 200 yard breaststroke. Bob Perkins came in tenth in the 200 yard free style and tenth in the 1420 yard free style.

Rice finished the meet with a total of 12 points, ahead of A&M, Tech, Texas, and SMU.

The architecture students are eligible for the fellowship, which is administered by the School of Architecture. The purpose of the award is to enable the selected student to further his education by study abroad. The student, by reporting to architecture students and patrons the year following his travel, also shares the experience with the entire school.

Additional funds were contributed with the endowment to the School of Architecture. The purpose of the award is to enable the selected student to further his education by study abroad. The student, by reporting to architecture students and patrons the year following his travel, also shares the experience with the entire school.
Pass this difficult and challenging 7-part test and win a free GENIUS button!

"DIFFICULT AND CHALLENGING 7-PART TEST"

Part 1. Write your name and school.

Part 2. Write your street address.

Part 3. Write the city where you live.

Part 4. Write the state where you live.

Part 5. What are you in at college?

Part 6. What field do you plan to be a GENIUS in after graduating?

Part 7. Now, cut out and mail the coupon to General Electric, at this address.

General Electric is passing out GENIUS buttons. What's the point?

We want to spread the word that there's room at General Electric for talented people who want to take on big challenges. We like to call these people GENIUSES. But what they're called isn't so important as where they're headed. At the General Electric Company, there's plenty of room for GENIUSES, no matter what their particular field of interest. If you want to be recognized for your talents come to General Electric, where the young men are important men. And be among the first on your campus to own a genuine GENIUS button. It will serve as a reminder that G.E. . . . and important challenges . . . all go together.